ALL AT SEA
Leonie McIlvenny

I have never crossed an ocean by boat..... I have been
to Rottenest Island (heck...I swam to Rottnest Island)
but that has been the extent of my seafaring
ambition. To traverse a vast expanse of water that can
be seen from space has not really been on my radar as
something to do but that is all about to change as I set
course for London across the Indian Ocean via the
Suez Canal. The world’s oceans have inspired poets,
artists and writers to capture its contradictory beauty
and danger; creative and destructive powers; stillness
and rage - all central theme’s to man’s attempt to
make meaning of its presence and essence. I am
excited by the prospect of spending 38 days sailing
across its expanse - wondering what thoughts, ideas,
insights, pleasures and possibly fears it will elicit
within me.

Introduction

Let the journey begin........
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∏
ABOUT THE
FLAMINIA
The MSC FLAMINIA - a
German container ship built in
2001. Her 75590 tons draws 14.5
metres (48 ft) of water as she
powers through the ocean.
Wounded in 2012 with an explosion
that caused three deaths, she has
come back to continue her traverse
across the oceans. She will be my
home for 38 days.

Here she goes again!
Your are going on a WHAT!!!
Why on earth would you do that??

Only those who risk going too
far can possibly find out how
far one can go. T.S Eliot

Wouldn’t it be cheaper and quicker just to fly to London?

•

You can’t get to courage
without walking through
vulnerability. Brene Brown

•

In the end we will only regret
the chances we didn’t take.

These are just a few of the responses I received when I announced to friends, family
and acquaintances that I was going by container ship to England as the first leg of my
year-long adventure. For those who didn’t know me well I got the sense that they
believed a 58 year old woman had no business being on a container ship with a bunch
of sailors. What about pirates? Ohh... you had better be careful.... (and other fearbased comments). Those who know me better and remember me coming back from
India with a shaved head and traipsing through the Scottish Highlands are less
surprised by this latest adventure...it is probably more that I have taken a year off from
my work, rented out my house, packed up all my belongings and am embarking with no
more than a couple of backpacks and a vague sense of where I am heading that has
raised their eyebrows and planted a seed of doubt about my sanity.

•

Lewis Carroll

•

Maybe the journey isn’t so
much about becoming
anything. Maybe its about
unbecoming everything that
isn’t you so you can become
who you were meant to be in
the first place. Anonymous

•

Don’t count the days. Make
the days count. Muhammed Ali

•

If you obey all the rules, you
will miss all the fun.
Katherine Hepburn

Wouldn't you be more comfortable on a cruise ship?

Once I explained that the whole point of the exercise was to do something different;
that for me being without internet, phone and email for 38 days was an essential first
step in what this whole year’s sabbatical was about (to disconnect from the insanely
connected world I operate in); and that I needed to do something way outside my
comfort zone, they came round to thinking that this may actually be an exciting
adventure. Some even intimated that they may even consider it themselves. So here we
are....let’s see what unfolds..............
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∏
DAY ONE
FRIDAY 17 MARCH
Home for the next 38 days

Day One

All aboard!!
AND SO IT BEGINS........
As departure day arrived I took my final walk in the morning to the harbour and saw the ship that was to be my home for 5
weeks on the western side of the port...now it was real. I had coffee at my favourite cafe, HUSH, and said goodbye to all my
coffee buddies.
The plan was to get to the gateway by 10.45 am, but as I was anxious to be gone we arrived there at 10.15. Thankfully we
were early.... after three false starts at different gates we finally found the right one. Thanks to Julie for all of her patience - I
loaded my four bags in the back of the Agent’s truck, said my goodbyes and off we went through a city of containers to finally
arrive at the ship. I was met at the gangway (offical term embarkation ladder) by three crew who carried my luggage up the
steps.
I was taken to my room by elevator (thank goodness) on the E Deck (Portside) - the Super Cargo Room and met my
wonderful steward, Neil, who is going to look after me until Singapore where he will leave after 9 months at sea.
Next came the safety orientation where I met two of my companions, Tony and Robyn, who had flown in from Sydney to
pick up the ship. They are both seasoned freighter travellers so I have been getting lots of tips from them. Border security
followed and this also went smoothly.
Once settled into my room I had plenty of time to unpack before I went exploring. We met the the Captain quickly at
lunchtime and then at dinner the other two passengers, Christine and Alan joined us. They had been on shore for the day
after boarding at Adelaide. They are going back home to England after 32 years living in Australia.
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BEGINNINGS

With all of the new sights, sounds and experiences today I think the most
fascinating thing for me was watching the containers being loaded and unloaded. I
had seen the cranes in the distance from my apartment window but never fully
appreciated what was involved in the entire operation. The logistics are incredible.
Looking out of my cabin window I was mesmerised by the cranes picking up and
positioning containers. It had never occurred to me that there might be a master
plan by which the containers are sequenced and located according to when and
where they will be unloaded. The ship needs to be perfectly balanced so the ballast
is constantly being relocated to compensate for the various changes in weight.
The trucks drive up like an assembly line to pick up and deliver the containers as
they are offloaded. Each truck also has a plan of exactly what containers they have
to get from where and vice versa. I never appreciated how busy the port is ...it
never stops....
The time of our departure continually changed - I guess it was a combination of
factors including the speed at which the containers were being loaded, coordinating the arrival and departure of other ships and other things I can only
imagine. My friend Tony captained one of the tugs that was to take us out of port so
he kept me updated. Our ship finally pulled out at about 2am. I was determined to
stay awake to experience leaving the harbour. It was magical to feel the ship being
slowly turned around by the tugs then gently guided out through the heads and
past the lighthouses. As the tugs departed and we got underway the music from
Chariots of Fire was playing on my computer.... It seemed very apt...
Goodbye Freo - for a little while at least.......
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Loading the containers
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MY ROOM
The rooms are names for the position of the person who
resides there. My room is called Super Cargo - named after
the Super Cargo officer (that position is now redundant).
Most container ships now have empty accommodation (due
to the reduction in crew members) hence the taking on of a
few passengers.

My Accommodation

The accommodation is extremely comfortable with an
(almost) double bed, lounge, desk and table, a separate
bathroom and an entry space that can be closed off by
curtains and ample cupboard space. There is also a fridge,
TV and video. The bed is really comfy and the room
temperature is perfect.... I have no complaints about the
accommodation. The lift to all floors is just outside my room
but is out of action when the weather is too rough. I prefer to
use the stairs for the exercise. The Officer’s Lounge is two
doors down the corridor and I have a door to the deck
literally outside my bedroom. The other passenger rooms are
on the F Deck and are much larger with the own separate
lounge room. The Dining Room is on B Deck so I will be
getting lots of exercise going up and down the stairs 5 times a
day for breakfast, morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea and
dinner. The pool, gym and sauna are on C Deck so more
flights of stairs. The crew that are on this floor with me are
the Second Officer, Third Officer, Third Engineer and
Electrician.

The name of my room - also the title of the crew who
used to used to have this room. The Super Cargo was
responsible for the management of the containers loading and unloading etc.
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King single bed so plenty of room and really
comfy

Lots of writing, drawing and relaxing
My study area and TV
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∏
DAY TWO
SATURDAY 18 MARCH
Getting my sea legs
• Exploring the ship
• Securing the cabin
• Rough seas ahead
•

Day Two
GETTING MY
SEA LEGS

Strategies to combat sea
sickness:
• Get as far down near the
bottom deck as you can (you
will feel less of the sway)
• Try and get fresh air
• Face / sit / lie across the swell
so you are not going side to
side but forward and
backwards
• Eat stale bread if you get really
sick
• Take your sea sick tables at
least a day before you travel
even if you don’t think you will
get sick because once you get
sick the tablets won’t work.

My first night was an interesting one.... I first woke to lots of banging and found
all of the cupboard doors and drawers were flying open and closed as the ship
swayed. Everything was on the floor and as I jumped out of bed I was not
prepared for the rolling. It was a challenge trying keep upright while trying to
secure everything. This was my first introduction to rough seas which were to last
a couple of days.
Lying in bed literally rolling from one side to the other was an interesting
experience.... I quite enjoyed the sensation and finally went back to sleep.
Most of the day was dedicated to mastering the art of staying upright while
walking around the ship and tuning in to its rolling rhythm.
I was concerned as to whether I might get
sea sick but luckily I was fine. We were
Looking out my cabin window
also told at breakfast that the seas were
going to be rougher tomorrow so I hope I
get my sea legs by then. I will also have to
make sure everything is secure in the
cabin - I have already had one smashed
glass bottle (thank goodness it wasn’t the
bottle of Cab Sav).
I don’t think they will be filling the pool
for a while.Still not allowed to go outside
yet...
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Places for me to hang

The Officer’s Mess - the passengers have their own table
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Officer’s Dining Room

Officer’s Dining Room

Gym

Gym
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Swimming pool (empty in rough weather

Sauna

Officer’s Lounge

Officer’s Lounge
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∏
DAY THREE
SUNDAY MARCH 19

Today is all about maintaining
balance - keeping upright while the
world around is rocking side to
side...easier said than done.....

Day Three
MAINTAINING
BALANCE

Sailor’s Sunday
Sunday is called Sailor’s
Sunday when the crew tends
to be a little more relaxed
and they have a special lunch
- today it was mushroom
soup, pork chops and icecream.....
They also have a karaoke
session so we are hearing
some great singing from the
crew’s mess.

We have had rough weather since we left Fremantle so the last two days have
required some clever storage of belongings and the ability to be ever ready to catch
your plates and cups before they slide off the table while having dinner. The
Captain changed our course slightly last night so we could get a decent night’s sleep
but alas today we have to deal with the large swell to get back on course. We still
can’t fill the pool or turn on the sauna (you don’t want hot coals flying around or a
flooded gym) but maybe tomorrow. Doing exercises in the gym was interesting in
the swell.
The ship is much quieter than I imagined. There are only about 18 crew (plus five
passengers) which seems incredibly few for such a big ship, but as mentioned
before so many things are now automated /
computerised.
The sailors do extremely long stints at sea
then head home for a few months rest before
getting another contract. They all work
differently - some stay with the same
shipping company, others work for a range
of companies... The Captain and our
steward are both finishing their contracts in
Singapore along with five other crew so
there will be a significant changeover..
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Rolling along

This video was taken from the bridge and shows the rolling from side to side - not the worst we
have been having but enough that everything must be secured.
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ON THE BRIDGE

I went to explore the Bridge today. You get an incredible view, especially out on the side decks. The instrumentation is
fascinating and I was especially interested in the radars showing our route as well as other ships in the area. There are no
paper charts any more - everything is online. Having said that, there is still a lot of paperwork that the officers have to
complete for the shipping company. At night time the Bridge is in complete darkness. I was really surprised the first time I
came onto the Bridge. Tony had warned me that the lights would go out as the door was opened to ensure no light from the
stairwell came into the Bridge area. At night they use flashlights if they need to find anything. It is really strange sitting there
in the dark. [During the course of the journey I would spend a lot of time up here taking photographs, watching sunsets,
watching the Pilot, Captain and helmsman bring the ship into port and just taking in the amazing vista].
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On the Bridge

Portside looking up to radar and chimney
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Views from / of the bridge
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Views on / from the Bridge
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∏
DAY FOUR
MONDAY 20 MARCH

Finally able to get out on the deck
and do some serious walking and
exploring...

Day Four
EXPLORATION

How vast the ocean..
Ever pulsing and surging
Ever rippling and churning
Ever rising and falling
Ever sighing and singing
Never still....
Never quiet.....

Today I am finally able to go exploring on the deck. After a false start with rain
jacket on (it was way too humid) I wanted to see how many steps it took to get
around the perimeter - approximately 600 - so this gave me a target of 16 times
around the deck for the whole day hopefully 5,000 in morning and 5,000 in
afternoon. With all the great food I am eating I will need to burn off some calories.
It was calmer today so moving around required less need to grab hold of railings to
stay upright, although there were still places where it was very slippery so you had
to be careful. Some of the crew were pressure-hosing down the deck. I ran into the
Captain doing an inspection and he said the ship had to be clean before it got into
Singapore. We also discovered some wheat and lentils that were leaking from
containers. Apparently this is quite common
when containers have not been packed correctly
On Deck
or there are gaps where things can leak out. The
crew try and find the leak but if not a whole
container of produce could be lost - lets hope
they have insurance.
There were a number of crew out and about
doing maintenance etc. They are incredibly
polite and friendly. My favourite location is at
the back of the ship where you can see the
propellers churning the water at an incredible
rate as we charge through the water.
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Exploring the deck

Another view of the containers... can you see the hydrogen peroxide cylinder?
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The bow of the ship.This is where the
winches and anchor are located

Large bollards around which the
mooring ropes are run before they are
secured to the dock.

My walking track - at the moment under cover
because of a full load of containers
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On the D Deck looking across to the portside.
This is the main viewing platform especially when
coming in to port.We could zip from one side to
the other watching the tugboats and then the dock

A birds eye view of the rescue boat
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∏
DAY FIVE
TUESDAY 21 MARCH
There are somethings you just can’t
escape on the ocean....laundry and
the rain....

Day Five
There is no escaping the
laundry

Squall across the water

When I woke this morning there was a wonderful familiarity of sound and movement like being in a cradle gently rocked as a child (sounds corny I know but true). The hum
of the engine quietly permeated the darkness as the light of dawn had still not peeped
above the horizon. For the first time I felt like I was waking up ‘at home’ in a space
familiar to me and my sanctuary for weeks to come.
After my journal writing I headed down to breakfast and enjoyed another round of
wonderful anecdotes from my four companions. They have all travelled extensively
both through their work and leisure so have some wonderful stories and insights.... I
am constantly learning things and being entertained. Our meals stretch out an hour or
more and when we part it seems like it is only a short while before we meet for the next
culinary experience.
My walk around the deck today was a bit precarious as everything was very slippery.
The crew were scrubbing down the deck so had to cut the walk short. Instead I
thought I would tackle my washing. Luckily we discovered another washing machine
upstairs in the Pilot’s quarters so didn’t have to queue up with the rest of the crew. I
didn’t have much so decided to dry it in my cabin rather than wait for the dryer. My
cabin now looks like a Chinese laundry.
I spent some time on the Bridge with the Captain and he showed me some videos of the
dangerous conditions under which a ship can capsize. It is really fascinating and
requires the Captain to be extremely diligent all of the time reading the waves and
currents. While I was on the Bridge a rain squall crept across the ocean towards us
hitting us like a wall of water. It was awesome to watch. It is still raining now so I
won’t get out for another walk today.
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∏
DAY SIX
WEDNESDAY 22 MARCH

Travelling into Indonesian
waters...back in touch with the rest
of the world.......

Day Six
PEELING THE
ONION

Into the depths of the ocean we
dive, with our imaginations full
of monsters and mystery...
We conjure secrets and sacriﬁces,
revenge and romance, yearning
and loss
We wonder what it would feel
like to be ‘lost at sea’ ﬂoating on
an endless canvas of blue fearing
a death that could come in so
many horrible ways.....
So.... which way would you
choose for the sea to take you?

Another day waking to darkness and rain. Today however, as we came into
Indonesian waters, we were able to explore the decks further and I discovered a
few great little areas where I will be able to sit in the sunshine once the weather
clears. It is like peeling the layers of an onion discovering more and more of what
makes up this wonderful vessel.
The rain has helped clean away a lot of the black soot, oil etc from the decks but the
crew are still busy washing everything down. It would be a thankless job as it has
to be done every time the ship leaves port and before reaching the next port.
I ventured into the gym today to use some of the
equipment. As everything is still tied down it took a
while to untie, then tie everything up again when
finished. I then had a go at running the stairs - two
flights per deck Upper,A,B,C,D,E,F,G and Bridge so
18 flights per run. I am hoping to get up to 100 flights
a day - good practice for the hiking I am planning.
There seems to be boats everywhere now - small
boats (probably fishing vessels), container ships like
ours, cruise liners, and even oil rigs. It is certainly
getting more interesting out on the waters although it
is very hazy. We have been told we will arrive in
Singapore at about 4 pm Friday evening.
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Heading into Indonesian waters

8.30 in the morning - very hazy and windy but at least the seas are much calmer
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Peeling back the layers of the ship

Looking up towards the Bridge. I am on D Deck
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Containers stacked above the deck. Some
sections are nearly empty

See where the containers are secured? This
area is usually covered with containers.

The mooring lines at the stern of the
ship.The containers form a roof above this
section

A bare shell now.. but not for long.....
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∏
DAY SEVEN
THURSDAY 23 MARCH
Slowing down and taking time to
breathe....

Day Seven
Rhythms and routines

I can see why sailors fall in love
with the sea...
Its indescribable beauty
Its majesty
Its power
Its enormity
Its mystery
Its danger
Its (al)lure
Its vastness
Its ever-changing rhythms
Its ‘is’ness...........

As each day passes I feel more and more in tune with the rhythms and routines of the
ship. When I first wake I immediately tune in to the hum of the engines and the pulse
of the ship as it ploughs through the waters. Now that we are in calmer waters the
constant rocking has disappeared allowing the more subtle movements to be noticed.
I ventured out on the small deck before dawn this morning and just watched as the
light continued to creep over the horizon. There was a crescent moon and a scattering
of stars. I could also see lights in the distance from another ship. This tiny microcosm
of life on an expansive ocean is my world at the moment. I do not miss land, I do not
miss TV, the internet or emails, crowds of people or the busyness of the city. Things
may change as more weeks pass but for the
moment I am completely content....
Just hanging around
When I went for my walk this morning around
the ship I noticed that we had stopped
moving...we had literally come to a stand still - I
have found out since that we are far too early to
arrive in Singapore so must bide our time out
here... It feels surreal just floating on this beautiful
calm ocean. I can see why it is called the
doldrums....
We have also just heard that there was a terrorist
attack in London that killed four people and
injured 20 others....even out here we cannot
escape the horrors that are happening around the
world.
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At a standstill as we are too
early to sail into Singapore

∏
DAY EIGHT
FRIDAY 24 MARCH
Rush hour at sea....

Day Eight
BACK TO
CIVILISATION

I woke this morning to many twinkling lights in the dark. As dawn crept upon us I
saw that these lights all belonged to vessels either heading in the same direction as
us or heading away. As we move closer to Singapore Harbour it feels like we have
joined an armada of ships as they all head to the same destination.
The pilot has boarded the
ship so he will soon be
navigating us through the
hundreds of boats
surrounding us. Very shortly
the doors will all be locked so
we can’t go outside. Its very
hazy but not as humid as I
would have expected.
I have decided not to go
ashore in Singapore. I have
spent significant time there
previously and seen all I
want to see. As I have no
desire to ‘hit the shops’ I will
be happy staying on board
for the duration.
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Heading into Singapore

Fremantle has nothing on Singapore in terms
of the size of the port - you could probably fit
10+ Freo ports in here....
8 of 13

Singapore harbour is considered the busiest
port in the world. I can see why......
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∏
DAY NINE
SATURDAY 25 MARCH
An army of cranes
A sea of containers
An enormous feat of logistics..

Day Nine
Remove and replace

Monster cranes line up like soldiers
Ready for action..go, go, go.
Ship docks, ropes secured
Time is of the essence
Arms outstretched....
Flywheels fly.....
Pulleys tame the massive claws
Ready to grab their precious cargo
In and out, up and down
Tirelessly moving from ship to shore
Never stopping til the job is done
This ship goes, another comes..
Soldiers ready......

We are in Singapore to unload and load containers before moving on to Colombo
tomorrow. I have decided to stay
on the ship for the day while
the others have gone to meet
friends and go shopping.
I must admit I am mesmerised
by the comings and goings of
the cranes picking up and
loading the various containers.
It is almost like poetry in
motion (for want of a better
description). In one section in
front of my cabin they removed
all of the containers below the
deck so I got a glimpse of just The white containers (with the blue panel)
how vast the storage area is are called reefers. They are refrigerated and
below deck - 8 levels of need to be connected to a power source.
containers)..now I understand
how they can have up to 6,000+ containers onboard this ship. We seem to be
getting a lot more refrigerated containers (reefers) this time.
The new crew came on board last night so today is all about handovers. Our lovely
Neil is going home to his wife and nine month old baby. For our new steward,
Ernest it is his first position so we will need to be supportive and nurturing....
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Gallery 10.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

Heading into Singapore harbour...can you see the cranes in the distance....
1 of 13
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Loading and unloading in
Singapore

Loading and unloading in
Singapore

Loading and unloading in
Singapore

Loading and unloading in
Singapore
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∏
DAY TEN
SUNDAY 26 MARCH
Leaving Singapore a little lighter.....
Disappointment and anger
Spectacular sunset......

SECTION 1

Day Ten

BLESSINGS

I woke at about 4.40 as the ship finally come back to life after being in port. It was
wonderful to be moving again. As we left Singapore it was like watching a sea of
fairy lights along the shore. They seemed to go for miles and later I found out that
they were all oil refineries - much prettier in the night.

∏

When I went for my walk in the morning I was surprised at how many containers
had been removed from the ship.There were massive gaps both in the bow and
stern. We also had some new cargo - swimming pool hulls and massive rounds of
tubing. It certainly gave the walk a different aspect - I didn’t feel so closed in.
This next stage of the journey is very different in many ways. We are in a shipping
lanes now which means that ships are constantly passing us in both directions. We
are also hugging the coastline so the shore keeps coming in and out of view. It is
like a superhighway of watercraft.
It was also the first time that I felt the negative impact of man. As I went for my
walk around the deck I was appalled to see rubbish scattered everywhere. Fast
food wrappers, cool drink cans and polystyrene coffee cups just dumped on the
deck. I guessed it was from the stevedores who had been loading the ship for the
last 24 hours. They had obviously eaten their food and just thrown their rubbish
anywhere. Alex says it happens in most ports so is not uncommon.
Later in the morning I also saw a lot of rubbish floating in the water. I don’t know
whether it had come from another ship or was part of the debris washed out from
the shore. I felt an overwhelming anger and sadness that the ocean is so abused and
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there is a general acceptance of this. Knowing
about it and seeing it first had are quite
different. At least our ship has very strict
rules about not throwing anything overboard.

Sunset

On a brighter note as it was Sailor’s Sunday
we had some wonderful culinary delights
throughout the day - hot apple pie straight
from the oven at morning tea, smoked
salmon, asparagus soup and the most
amazing steak I have ever tasted at lunch and
roast lamb that you carved off the bone for
dinner (along with salads and the usual
meats, cheeses and crusty bread).
My only complaint about the food is that is is
too plentiful and too tempting. I am having to
do three lots of exercise a day to compensate
(to heck with the discipline).
We had the most spectacular sunset tonight.
Check out the photos to see the changing
shapes and colours.

My first shot for the evening

What a wonderful way to finish the
day...sitting in the Officer’s Lounge with my feet up drinking a glass of Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon / Merlot while I finished
reading a rip roaring psychological thriller called Blood Game by Iris Johansen.
How does it get any better than this :-)
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This platform separates the containers below
the deck from the ones above

Some sections of the ship are now completely
‘containerless’

Not all cargo is placed in containers
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CHAPTER 12

∏

CONTAINERS

Millions of containers are travelling
the world at any one time delivering
goods to people on every continent.

This base plate separates the
containers in the hull from those on
deck. The crane attaches to the four
lugs in the middle and removes it
like a slab.

A view of the containers stacked
strategically. While it may look a little
ad hoc every container is exactly where
it needs to be to be removed in an
efficient manner at the correct port

Very often there will be whole
sections where there are no
containers. After every port the
groupings of the containers will
vary according to when they
will be un loaded.

This image shows you the
eight levels below deck used
to store the containers. The
vertical rails on the side are
used to guide the cranes in
and out of the storage area
when lifting and lowering
the containers into position.
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This shot shows how the
containers are braced across the
aft section of the ship. In this
case the section is empty but for
one container.

Sometimes unusual items are
carried on container ships

These refrigerated containers
are called reefers. When placed
on the ship they are connected
to power and need to be
continually monitored. These
ones are empty.

This diagram shows you the
various levels on which the
containers are housed through the
mid section
This image shows how the
containers are locked into
place securing one to the other
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The metal struts that criss-cross the
containers fix them to the
infrastructure of the vessel. Notice
how they are attached to the top of
the lower container and the base of
the top container.

The trucks line up one after the other
to have their loads picked up by the
crane before they go to collect another
container.

This is a schematic for the various storage arrangements for
the containers on each level and section of the vessel. The
different colours indicate the destinations for each grouping
of containers.

Here two 20ft containers are being
picked up at once. The containers are
either 20ft or 40ft.
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Cranes and containers

Unloading a 40 ft container
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DAY ELEVEN
MONDAY 27 MARCH
Lines and ladders, valves and vents,
ropes and railings

Day Eleven
Lines, ladders,
windows, ropes and

I woke at 3.30pm this morning to flashing
lights outside my window. At first I thought
it was a lighthouse beacon but when I
ventured outside I witnessed the most
amazing lightning storm off the stern of the
ship. It reminded me of the Clash of the
Titans as it seemed two storms were talking
to each other across the skies. I must have
watched for about 20 minutes before
heading back to my bed for a few more
hours sleep. It was almost like I had been
woken so I could witness the storm.

Clash of the Titans

Lightning storm across the
oceans

Today on my walk I focussed on taking
pictures of the various shapes and objects around the ship. The themes that
dominate for me are lines, ladders, windows, ropes, valves and vents as all of these
are strategically and frequently placed around the ship and essential to its
functions. Check out the perspectives I played with in the photo gallery.
The days are blending one into the other...there is so much to do - I can’t believe
anyone would ever get bored. I try and get at least one walk in a day and then some
other form of exercise - either climbing the stairs multiple times, working out in the
gym or doing yoga in my room. The sauna and pool are then a nice reward
afterwards..... Life is amazingly good......
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Lines, ladders and so much more.....

This section of the stern was hiding under the containers.... These mooring lines are used to secure the ship to its
berth in a port.
1 of 29
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Ladders
and
stairs
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∏
DAY TWELVE
TUESDAY 28 MARCH
Into the belly of the beast

Day Twelve
Calm waters

I woke early with an hour retard last night and watched another beautiful sunrise.
Breakfast was followed with a tour of the engine room - the belly of the beast extremely loud as you would expect and the equivalent of a three story building.
Tony and Alan, both engineers, were like kids in a candy shop. Me... all I could
think about was how much all of the machinery reminded me of Steam Punk fiction
and how the engine room would make a great setting for a steam punk movie or the
inspiration for SP jewellery. The Chief Engineer gave me the blurbs for the slides in
case anyone was thinking I actually knew what I was talking about although my
high school Physics and Chemistry helped me understand a very small proportion
of what we were told. I was most fascinated with the drive shaft that turns the
propeller. One drive shaft, no gears, just go and stop.. This place really is the heart
of the ship - everything needed to control the workings of the ship - air
conditioning, waste control incineration of rubbish etc.
The water was like glass today and it felt like we were gliding through a millpond,
although the swell still meant that we pitched forward and backward quite
significantly. The only wildlife I saw was some tiny flying fish skimming across the
water before diving below the surface again.
The days seem to be merging into a series of wonderfully balanced generative and
meditative activities like walking the deck, painting, reading, having a sauna and
swim, gazing at the ocean, watching the sun rise and set and having entertaining
conversations. I am loving the time to experiment with my art. I will never be a
Rembrandt but it is great to tap into a different part of the brain to explore my
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creative side. Sooo loving being disconnected - I am not missing the incessant flood of information from the internet and
having to attend to 100s of emails. Starting to find ME again :-)

Into the belly of the beast

Main engine camshaft platform
20 of 23
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The auxiliary boiler

The main engine cylinder camshaft
platform (fuel injection pumps and
exhaust valves)

Main engine fuel supply units

In the belly of the beast

Emergency stop buttons

Main engine crankshaft inspection
doors
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Main engine camshaft platform

∏
DAY THIRTEEN
WEDNESDAY 29 MARCH
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Day Thirteen
Getting in the groove
and having fun

Today I tried to get in a bit of everything in - walking around the deck, reading my
book, doing some art, going to the gym, having a sauna and a swim as well as eating
some wonderful food.
The ocean was like a millpond all day. It seemed at times like the ocean merged
with the horizon almost to the point where you could not distinguish one from the
other.
It was very hazy entering Colombo Port. We arrived at about 5.30 so I was able to
watch from the Bridge how they manoeuvred the ship into its berth. It truly is an
amazing feat watching the helmsman, pilot, tug boats and crew all working together
to turn the boat around and secure it to the jetty within maybe 100 m of the next
container ship. The precision and synchronicity of all involved is incredible. We
also found out that we have to move to a different berth tomorrow to complete our
loading as our current berth is too shallow
for us to carry a full load out of the port....
The cranes moved into position within
minutes and so started the tireless off-loading
and on-loading of container after container.
As always they worked through the night
and will continue until we leave tomorrow
evening. We watched a storm come in and it
washed away the smog. Tomorrow we plan
on touring around Colombo.
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∏
DAY FOURTEEN
THURSDAY 30 MARCH
Exploring Colombo, Sri Lanka

Day Fourteen
Buddhas and cranes

We organised, through the Agent for a guide to take us on a quick tour around
Colombo before our ship was moved to another berth in the afternoon.
Our first stop was the buddhist temple which also honoured Hindu deities such as
Vishnu and Ganesh. Have a look at the pictures to see the extent of the relics and
donations (including priceless cars) that were in the temple.
We saw much evidence of British colonial architecture, the legacy of all countries
where the Empire had a presence. We also visited a tea shop and tried a range of
teas, as well as a gemstone store. I would have loved to bring home lots of the uncut
stones but they were outrageously priced.
We arrived ‘home’ just in time for lunch and then watched as our ship was
relocated into another berth in the outer port where it is much deeper to have the
loading completed. We are due to leave tonight about 9.00. We lose another half an
hour tonight (they call it retard). That makes 3 hours so far that we have gained
since leaving Singapore.
Although the ports are interesting I love the open seas where there is nothing but
ocean and sky. We have about a week before out next port visit so hopefully I will
be able to get back into my daily routine. Today it is 2 weeks since we left
Fremantle...it is going too fast. I am already thinking about when I could do this
again next year. I am well and truly hooked.
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Around Colombo

This room is full of statues and frescos all depicting monks and others coming to worship the Buddha
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Cranes, cranes, everywhere are cranes

Heading ‘home’ after our tour of Colombo
1 of 17
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∏
DAY FIFTEEN
FRIDAY 31 MARCH
Smooth sailing... and more of the
same

Day Fifteen
Some days are
diamonds

Today was a day with everything that I have come to expect while travelling on this
beautiful ship... early morning rise to watch the sunrise then write in my diary.
Breakfast at 7am with great company, a morning walk around the deck to get the
blood flowing and to watch the bow of the ship charging through the water leaving
a wake that trails behind us for whats seems miles. A shower, some drawing,
painting or writing then morning tea. More writing, reading, drawing or playing
cards before lunch at 12.
At about 1.30 I head to the gym for some exercise before a sauna to relax the
muscles then a plunge in the pool. Back to my room for a shower just in time for
afternoon coffee. If I am tired I will have a nap or do some more reading in the
Officer’s Lounge watching the waves and the horizon, ever constant yet changing
in hue. Sometimes I head to the Bridge to see if anything is happening and to say
hello to the crew.
Dinner is at 5pm. Sometimes we might have a drink
in the Officer’s Long after dinner and chat for a few
hours, telling hilarious anecdotes and stories from
all of our adventures and life experiences. I am
always ever ready at about 6.30 to race out onto the
deck to get my sunset pictures (I am getting a
reputation for having an addiction to taking sunrise
and sunset pictures - Alan calls it Solar Sickness
and Tony is calling me the “Sunset Kid”.
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CHAPTER 18

∏

MEN AT WORK

There are so many different jobs
that need to be done to to get a
container ship loaded and ready for
the high seas. Here are some images
of just a few of those jobs.

Men at Work
on the ship
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Men at work on the shore
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∏
DAY SIXTEEN
SATURDAY 1 APRIL
Barbecue Day

Day Sixteen
Celebrating half way
there with a barbecue

Today was all about the preparation for tonight’s barbecue. As it was on the deck
just outside my room there was a constant coming and going all day as the
barbecues were set up with the rotisserie for the pig and the tables for all of the
food. These barbecues happen every month and the spread of food it quite amazing.
Everyone gets to relax and enjoy delicious food and a few drinks.
I spent most of the day attempting to do some drawing of objects from around the
ship. My attempts leave a lot to be desired but there is some small improvement I
think.
I also had a wonderful sauna but
couldn’t swim afterwards as the pool
had been emptied. Hopefully they will
fill it up again tomorrow.
We found out today that we have a
few more stops than were scheduled.
We are now going to Salalah, Djibouti
and King Abdullah City before we hit
the Suez. There is also an extra stop in
Piraeus, Greece which was not
planned. We are hoping we can have an day of exploring there as well as in
Valencia.
It is hard to believe that the voyage is nearly half over....it is going way too fast
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Barbecue Time

And the sun sets of a perfect day...
28 of 28
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Barbecue fun
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∏
DAY SEVENTEEN
SUNDAY 2 APRIL
Never getting tired of the vista from
the deck no matter what the time or
weather.

Day Seventeen
Sailor’s Sunday

Another hour retard from the night before makes for an early morning rising about 4am. It is the first time I have experienced the gradual gaining of time each
day rather than just an immediate jump of 7 or 8 hours. Hopefully by the time I get
to London the body will have adjusted to the time difference.
Another perfect sunrise on a calm ocean. My morning walk around the deck was
invigorating - a wonderfully cool breeze on a rippling ocean - the constancy of the
engine powering us through the water at around 18-20 knots. It is a gift of
familiarity I am not taking for granted as it will be over sooner than I wish it to be.
As it is Sailor’s Sunday we had huge pieces of chocolate cake hot out of the oven delicious. Lunch was steak to order with a variety of salads, cheeses and breads as
usual. I supplied the chilli, chocolate and shiraz sauce to accompany our ice cream
today - everyone enjoyed it.
Sleep overtook me in the afternoon as my body tried
to catch up on the rest it has been missing over the
past week. I did manage to get in another walk
before dinner to clear out the cobwebs and saw some
flying fish skimming across the water.
Another beautiful sunset...it is a standing joke about
my obsession with taking photos of sunrises and
sunsets but I never tire of the majesty of the sun as it
arrives and departs across the ocean’s horizon every day... truly magnificent.
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∏
DAY EIGHTEEN
MONDAY 3 APRIL
Dolphin’s playground
Birds diving for fish
Land ahoy

Day Eighteen
Watching nature’s
playground

Birds flying high.......

Today was the first time I saw some of nature’s creatures playing around the boat.
Three gannets played at the bow see-sawing across the sky like a pendulum before
plummeting seaward to dive into the ocean depths to catch their dinner. When they
surfaced they just took flight from a stationary position on the water. They were
feeding on the flying fish that were stirred up as our vessel propelled through the
water. This feasting lasted at least two hours before they decided to leave us.
Not long after I had a two word phone call from Alex (2nd Officer)- dolphins portside - so rushed out onto the balcony to be rewarded with a wonderful spectacle of
10 dolphins cavorting in the waves diving, jumping rolling and generally having a
good ol’ fashioned frolic. I had missed the other four sightings so was very happy
to finally see them at play ....no time to grab my camera though unfortunately.
Today was another beautifully calm and balmy day so enjoyed two morning walks
(knowing that we would be in Port Salalah in the afternoon). I love the daily
routine of talks over meals then off to our own rooms to enjoy the solitude. I made
use of the gym, sauna and pool again today which is becoming a wonderfully
refreshing habit.....

High flyers and divers catching
their dinner

It was dusk as we made our way into Salalah with lights that not only hugged the
coast but zigzagged their way into the mountains beyond the city. We watched from
the bridge as the Pilot and tug boats guided us into the port before turning us
around and nudging us up against the pier. We found out that there were huge
magnets attached to the pier that are used in rough seas to secure the boats. The
ropes can break in rough weather so the magnets are activated instead.
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∏
DAY NINETEEN
TUESDAY 4 APRIL
Salalah, Oman - desert port

Day Nineteen
Today we spent at the Salalah Port loading and unloading
containers. The departure time kept changing all morning
but we did manage to go to a duty free store inside the port
which meant that we didn’t have to worry about visas,
passport or customs. It was hilarious cramming the six of us
(Alex came to) into this tiny twin-cab ute but we managed. I
don’t know how we made it because the driver was
constantly turning the ignition key on as the car kept dying
every ten seconds or so..
The store was cram-packed with duty-free goods and there
was also a grocery store adjoining with some pretty
interesting
foodstuffs. I always
love going into these
Salalah Port
stores as they are a
real treasure trove
of goods presented
in oh so many
different ways....
packaged
beautifully, covered
in dust, crampacked onto
shelves, hanging up
on every spare

space on the wall. I was determined not to buy anything (I
absolutely have no room in my bags) but nearly succumbed
to a camel statue that begged to be rescued. As you might
expect in a Middle Eastern country dates in a dozen different
kinds of packaging and variety were available. Proud of
myself for coming away empty -handed the others all came
away with goodies both food and duty-free. Our ride back to
the ship in an air-conditioned taxi was less eventful than our
trip there but much more comfortable.
We left Salalah early the next morning... a much longer
stayed than scheduled.
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CHAPTER 23

∏

SUNRISE, SUNSET

Irrepressible and constant
the sun moves through the sky..
Dawn to dusk
Morning to night
Light to dark

Sunrise, sunset.....

Yet never the same to those who would watch
The sky is the canvas
The clouds the artist
Moving and shaping and teasing the light
to go here and there
Changing the palette of hues whimsically
to suit their mood
Thunderous grey and black
Smouldering orange
Majestic Red
Inspirational yellow and
Pearlescent white

Sunrise

All evoke within our souls deep yearnings, inspired
thoughts and an incessant desire to attain that
universal connection which leads us to wisdom... and
home.......

1 of 24
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∏
DAY TWENTY
WEDNESDAY 5 APRIL

Introduction to Container Ships 101

Day Twenty
The urge to do very little resulted in another day of leisurely indulgence - some
writing, a finished novel, two walks around the deck, a sauna, some sunbathing and
dozens of games of solitaire. We had our nightly drinks in the Officer’s Lounge and
were again entertained by Alan’s hilarious anecdotes from his time as an aviation
engineer working around the world. Some people have the knack of telling a story
and Alan, with his “Pommie accent” is a master storyteller.
While having our drinks I challenged ‘the team’ to help me develop my ‘Glossary of
nautical terms” that can be found at the back of this journal. Alan and Tony
delighted in showing off their incredible knowledge of not only the names of the
various parts of the ship and their respective functions but also the specifications of
this ship and dozens of others as well. They both might be retired engineers but
their capacity to remember the most
amazing technical information is mindblowing to say the least. If they had
been my teachers in my physics classes I
may have actually done OK in the
subject. I have learned an inordinate
amount about container ships in the last
two weeks just by listening to them and
asking lots of questions - there is
nothing like ‘authentic in situ learning’.
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∏
DAY TWENTY ONE
THURSDAY 6 APRIL
Its a hard life....but somebody has
to do it

Day Twenty One
For the first time on this trip we seriously talked about the possibility if a pirate
attack. There had been an incident north of Djibouti (our next port) yesterday
where 6 skiffs had approached a tanker and it was only that they had armed guards
who showed them their weapons that the boats turned around and left the vicinity.
Another tanker that was following us made a call that it was being followed by
small skiffs. We haven’t heard anything so assuming all is OK. Luckily we are
coming into waters that are guarded by international forces and there is a US and
NATO base in Djibouti so we are feeling pretty confident that we are safe. An
airforce plane flew over earlier today and a naval vessel passed us this afternoon.
Most of the piracy problems occur off the Somalian Coast. It is a very complex
situation with third party groups such as the Russian Mafia and others hiring
Somalian fishermen to do their dirty work for them while they reap the majority of
the ‘bounty’ they acquire.
The security level of the ship has been raised to 2
(Level 3 being the highest) which means that
security will be much tighter when we arrive into
the Port. We also have restrictions on the amount
of alcohol we can actually have in our rooms - 5
bottles of beer and 1 bottle of wine. The rest must
be locked away. When we get within 100 miles of
King Abdullah alcohol is strictly forbidden and
the ship will be searched when we arrive at their port.
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∏
DAY TWENTY TWO
FRIDAY 7 APRIL
Djibouti

Day Twenty Two
Slowly does it

A birds-eye view into the hold
after the containers have been
removed.

When you wake up in a port it is always they same the first thing you hear is the clanging of the cranes as
they move their precious cargo from ship to shore and
vice versa. They work all night but we seem to manage
to sleep through the banging and crashing. As you
look out your window you see the cranes towering
overhead and spanning the distance of the ship, great
claws swinging through the air with their prey. You
can always get a great sunrise shot silhouetted against
these giant beasts and you alway get a feeling of great
industry with the constant moving of trucks driving
alongside to receive and deliver the containers. They remind me on a colony of ants
constantly moving in a long line going to and from the nest - the ship being the nest
in this case.
I finally got a sense of how deep these vessels are when all of the containers just
outside my window were removed leaving a great cavern that will now be filled in
again. It is a constant juggling to and fro’, filling up, emptying out - all centrally
orchestrated and monitored. The crane operators, stevedores, truck drivers, ship
officers are all receiving instructions of what is going where....everything perfectly
synchronised. Having said that we are way behind schedule as they were one crane
short, one kept breaking down and they didn’t have enough trucks to pick up and
deliver the containers. It looks like we will be leaving port about 11.30pm
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This computer program shows where every container is
on the ship. The various colours are for the destinations.

This diagram of a cross-section shows how many
levels there are for the containers
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∏
DAY TWENTY THREE
SATURDAY 8 ARIL
Happy Birthday Christine

Day Twenty Three
Happy Birthday Christine
BIRTHDAYS

Today was Christine’s 70th birthday. We managed to get a few little things
organised - Cookie made a cake, I had a bottle of Moet Chandon that I had saved
for the occasion and Robyn had bought a gift at our stopover in Singapore. We also
had to consume the alcohol we had as we were heading into King Abdullah where
alcohol was strictly forbidden (and there was to be no evidence of it in our rooms)
so what better excuse than to celebrate a birthday.

There was also an Abandon Ship drill carried out in the
morning. We were not involved but could watch from
the sidelines. They seem to have fire and safety drills on
a regular basis - we have had three different drills in the
past three weeks. I saw an immersion suit unpacked and
hope that I never have to put one on. They would make
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you look like the monster from the Black Lagoon.
Another day filled with walking, painting, writing, reading ,
swimming, sauna and sunbathing. We have been moving at ‘full
speed’ (about 22 knots) to make up time after our delayed
departure from Djibouti which put us behind schedule. I sat
out on the deck late in the afternoon (with Stella) soaking up
the sun and watching the ocean pass us by. In the morning
there were so many white caps but as the day progressed it
became calmer and calmer. I never tire of looking out at the
vastness of the ocean - all its moods and movements. If you
look really closely at the waves you notice a myriads of nuances
as the waves dance and play.
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∏
DAY TWENTY FOUR
SUNDAY 9 APRIL

Moonshadow

Day Twenty Four
Jeddah

I woke about 3am this morning to moonlight coming through my window. When I
went out on deck I was gifted with the most wonderful impression of an
illuminated bridge that, if you stepped upon it, would transport you to the moon. It
was quite surreal. Cat Steven’s song Moonshadow came to mind - “Im being
followed by a moonshadow”......... I can’t wait for the full moon to appear in two
days time.
Coming into Jeddah has been the
most interesting arrival so far.
King Abdullah Port is in its
infancy with impressive plans for
another three ports to be built. At
the moment only three berths are
available and service mainly MSC
and Maersk container ships but in
the future oil tankers, freighters,
car carriers etc will also be
serviced. You will notice in the
pictures just how desolate and
harsh the environment is. We
were surprised however by the
colour of the water in the port. It
was almost a glacial blue.
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The arrow shows you Jedda (King
Abdullah Port).

Sand, sand and
more sand
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Tugboats doing
their thing...
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∏
DAY TWENTY FIVE
MONDAY 10 APRIL

12 days to go....

Day Twenty Five
Bird’s eye view

Another smooth departure this morning - the best one by far in terms of capturing
some great shots of the various jobs to be done as the ship was slowly taken out of
the port and let loose on what was a millpond of ocean.
At breakfast this morning we learned that a ship not too far behind us had been
attacked by pirates. Luckily the ship has a citadel (a ship’s version of a panic room)
where the crew retreated and secured themselves. They were rescued by military
forces but we don’t know the full details. It certainly makes real the threat that all
ships in this area are faced with constantly.
While we on the Bridge we noticed a long brown slick that trailed through the
water for miles. We can only surmise that it was some kind of sludge or waster that
was expelled for another vessel - whether legal or not we do not know but it
certainly was not a pretty site.
We also noticed three birds sunning themselves on top of two containers. One
looked a cross between a pigeon and a dove while the
other two were quite small and possibly babies of the
larger bird. I would love to know their stories - where
they have come from and where they are going to and
how they manage to survive. There was a huge bird of
prey perched on the end of one of the cranes last night
- most likely looking for stray passengers like the three
we saw today.
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∏
DAY TWENTY SIX
TUESDAY 11 APRIL
Suez Canal here we come

Day Twenty Six
Anchors Away

Today was all about preparations to go through the Suez Canal. As we neared the
entrance more and more ships came into view and by evening there were dozens of
us. It reminded me of shoppers waiting for the doors to open for the Boxing Day
sales. As we were not going through until morning we had to drop anchor at about
10.30 so Christine and I asked if we could watch the process. Alex called us at
10.15 and, donning helmets, masks and safety goggles, we made our way to the
front of the ship to watch. The anchor was lowered in three stages. The first stage
was very slow as link by link was lowered. The brake was secured and then about 5
minutes later it was released and more of the anchor chain was slowly lowered.
After another five minutes the whole anchor was released and literally ‘free fell’ .
We were warned about the noise and dust which was considerable. The dust
(actually rust) plumed out as the chain
literally fell through the cavity. Alex
then explained that the anchor had to
manoeuvre into a particular position
before it could finally be secured. We
found out that it is the weight of the
anchor chain rather than the anchor
itself that secures the boat so there had
to be a reasonable about of the anchor
chain lying across the ocean floor. Also
Nearing the Suez Canal
the anchor chain cannot be too tort
and must be at a particular angle.
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This map shows the route we have taken fromColombo in Sri Lanka, Salalah, Djibouti, Jeddah and bow the
Suez Canal
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∏
DAY TWENTY SEVEN
WEDNESDAY 12 APRIL

The ships go sailing one by one...

Day Twenty Seven
Follow the leader
through the sandstorm

The trip through the Suez Canal was an interesting
one to say the least. As dawn approached it appeared
that we were fog bound but quickly discovered it was
a sand storm that stayed with us for the duration of
the passage through the canal - hence the hazy
pictures. We were in a convoy of 22 vessels (we were
number 11) heading north while there was a convoy
of a similar number heading south.We travelled at
approximately 8 knots and the distance between each
vessel remained constant at 500 metres. The canal at
each end is only wide enough for a single ship but in
the middle section(the Bitter Lake) there is room for
the convoys to pass each other. They have also created a dual passage way (like a
divided road) that now allows ships to pass at other places. In some places there
were small linking canals. The vista changed from vast dunes of sand to towns
where stark white angular dwellings rose out of the harsh surrounding. Some
areas were lush and green but for the most part it was dry and desolate. Small
vessels and fishing boats could be seen on the Canal, as well as ferries that
transported people and cars from one side of the canal to the other.. At one point
there were wave skis lined up along the bank - possibly for recreation. We had a
change of pilot half way through the journey which took approximately 10 hours .
Robyn and Tony had been though the Suez 5 years before and mentioned that it
had changed dramatically in that time.
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∏
DAY TWENTY EIGHT
THURSDAY 13 APRIL
My day-by-day journey across the
Indian Ocean from Fremantle
Western Australia to London,
United Kingdom- 38 days

Day Twenty Eight
Another day in paradise

Not a lot to report today...some days just
flow with ‘the usual’ routine breakfast,
walk around the deck, work on my journal,
read my book, coffee and a chat, some
drawing, lunch, gym and sauna (the pool
was emptied so no swim) coffee break, a
Stella and solitaire, dinner, another walk
around the deck. reading and bed. What
can I say ..... I love my life :-) These are the
only pictures I took today.
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∏
DAY TWENTY NINE
FRIDAY 14 APRIL

Piraeus, Greece

Day Twenty Nine
Good Friday

The timing of our arrival into Piraeus, being Good Friday, meant that most of the
shops were closed so we decided to stay on board the ship. As it was we were on a
tight schedule to leave the port by 8 pm because after that time the port was
shutting down for three days while they closed for their Easter celebrations. If we
had not left by then we would have been stranded. As you can imagine the cost of
an extra three days at berth would have been exorbitant so we were on a mission
to at least get the containers for Piraeus unloaded and as much of the new cargo on
board as time permitted. Whatever was left by eight o’clock was assigned to
another vessel. Right on cue at 8pm the cranes stopped and within a very short time
the port had shut down. As we were being guided out of port it looked like a ghost
town - nothing was moving. There were a few ships who didn’t manage to get their
cargoes loaded so they would have been stranded for the duration of the Easter
holiday.
Alan, Christine and I were having bets as
to how we would be manoeuvred out of
the port - I won :-).
Just as the city was a sea of twinkling
lights when we had come into the port in
the early morning it again lit up as the
sun went down. A lovely first and last
impression of the city that unfortunately
we didn’t get an opportunity to explore.
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Sunrise over Piraeus
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∏
DAY THIRTY
SATURDAY 15 APRIL
Container clips - how can such a
little thing be so important?

Day Thirty
A crewman’s job is
never done

It is only when
you see the crew
day after day that
you realise the
range of tasks
they are required
to do. Today the
focus was on
checking all of the
twist locks used
to secure the
containers to
make sure they
are not damaged.
These special
clips need to be
checked regularly
to make sure that they are working properly otherwise the containers won’t lock
into place or the clips won’t release correctly. When they get stuck it causes all sorts
of grief for the stevedores and crane operators. The crew check them, oil them and
remove any that need to be repaired or thrown away. There are different kswist
locks for the various types of containers.
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The twist locks are sorted and
separated and those that need repair
are taken to the workshop to be fixed
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When the twist locks get stuck in the upper
containers and don’t release correctly the
stevedores must climb into this special
contraption attached to the crane to unhook
the twist locks one by one.

The crane moving into
position ready to pick up
the container. The crane
cannot lift the container
until they receive a green
light to say that the twist
locks are secured.
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CHAPTER 35

∏

TUGBOATS
The Unsung Harbour Heroes

Harbour Heroes
I may be biased but for me the tugboat is the true
‘hero of the harbour’. They are the workhorses that
make sure the ships, liners, cruisers, tankers and
other large vessels arrive and depart safely from the
port. Until you see a tugboat in action you cannot
appreciate the skill required by the crew to
manoeuvre alongside a vessel, connect to it via large
ropes and then control the passage of their charge
into an often restricted location working in unison
with a second tug to push, pull and turn it at
precisely the right moments to finally bring it into
the berth at the right location. To see them slowly
turn a massive ship around with metres to spare is a
sight to behold and one I have witnessed many times
at Fremantle Port where I live and also now on this
amazing journey .
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The Pilot
The Pilot, in association with the tugs, brings the vessel into port. No vessel can
enter the port without a pilot on board.
The Pilot enters the ship via a small door
on the side of the ship. He literally steps
across from his boat into the open
doorway (or sometimes he must climb a
rope ladder). He then makes his way to
the Bridge via along a corridor in the hull
From here the directs the helmsman,
Captain and tug boats into the port.

The pilot boat departing

The Pilot and Captain on the Bridge
Deck
The pilot boat leaves once the pilot is on
board.
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The Pilot climbing a rope to board
the ship
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∏
DAY THIRTY ONE
SUNDAY 16 APRIL
Hitching a ride......

Day Thirty One
Easter Sunday

Happy Easter Sunday. At breakfast we were greeted with coloured eggs that had
been made by the Romanian Chief Engineer. The tradition is that you take an egg
and knock it against someone else’s egg. The egg that was cracked the most is given
to the other person. My egg as smashed to smithereens so I guess I lost :-(
We then had bacon and eggs for breakfast. I went for my usual walk on the deck
and surprised our resident bird that had been flying around for the past few days. I
wondered whether he had come on board at Piraeus. At this stage I still wasn’t sure
what kind of bird it was as it flew off so quickly.
At 9.30 we were met by the Chief Engineer who, at breakfast, had agreed to take us
to the aft of the ship to show us the steering mechanism for the rudder. We also saw
where the CO2 is stored which is essential
in the prevention of fires in the hold. On
our way out we were greeted by a pigeon
so the mystery of our resident bird was
solved. He just sat there and posed while
we took pictures of him. I hope he survives
as many of the small birds that take shelter
on ships perish after a day or two.
We had a wonderful lunch of steak to
order and then roast lamb for inner. Not
only was it easter Sunday but Sailor’s
Sunday as well so a double excuse for yummy food.
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Images of the steering mechanism for the propeller / rudder. The helm (steering wheel) is on the
Bridge. It is amazing that something so small that only needs a slight movement right or left can
completely alter the direction of the ship. [I didn’t know it at the time but this was going to be
extremely important in days to come - you will find out why if you keep reading
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CO2 containers and the pipes that direct it
to the various parts of the ship. The CO2 is
used to extinguish fires in the ship.
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DAY THIRTY TWO
MONDAY 17 APRIL

Arriving in Valencia

Easter Delights

Day Thirty Two
Spring is in the air... even at sea you can feel the crisp freshness that is the
anticipation of new life and growth. I spent most of the day out on the Bridge deck
mesmerised by the ocean and the waves, watching the gulls glide effortlessly above
and alongside the ship until they all veered off into the distance to join a sardine
feeding frenzy near a small fishing boat. I then sighted some turtles just gliding and
rolling through the water.
The Valencia Port was enormous and one could be forgiven for thinking that the
port was owned by the Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) as almost all of
the ships were MSC vessels except for the Grimaldi car carriers. I also noticed that
many of them had female names - Silva, Maeve.....
As we arrived at lunchtime we
decided to go into the city and
explore. Alex came with us so
we had a confident Spanish
speaking guide to look after us.
We went to the shopping mall
and enjoyed some great coffee
as well as checking out the
Sangria and other goodies. As it
was Easter Monday there was
still plenty of evidence of easter
fare.
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We arrived back at the ship just in time for a late dinner. Ernest was ready to head into town (the Captain and Chief had
already left) so we cleaned up the dishes and headed up to the Recreation Room for our usual drinks after dinner. The sangria
we had bought wasn’t chilled enough for tonight so we are saving that for another night. Alex provided us with some great
music videos - we had some live concerts - Queen, Adele, Pink, and Deep Purple. Once the others went to bed I shut the
doors, turned up the music and danced the night away until about 11.30 when I thought I should probably go to bed. Was
another great day....

Some interesting architecture

The modern part of Valencia near the shopping mall. Not
much different to any other city except for the high number
of residential buildings.
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MSC rules
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DAY THIRTY THREE
TUESDAY 18 APRIL
Visiting old Valencia

Day Thirty Three
A symphony of sights
and sounds

Today’s visit into Valencia was to the oldest part of the city and it was a veritable
feast of sights and sounds. We started by having a wonderful coffee before
exploring all of the small alleys and side streets. This is very much the tourist centre
but because we came into the city early it was not too busy. After the compulsory
visit to the souvenir store we wandered around until we came to the food markets.
Oh my goodness... I had forgotten what European food markets are like. I was the
typical tourist and took pictures of things like white asparagus, mushrooms of all
varieties and the biggest punnets of strawberries you have ever seen. We bought
two 2kg boxes to share with all of the crew as well as some amazing pastries. There
were rows upon rows of cured meats and gourmet foods the like of which I have
never seen before. It was such an
education. Tony in particular was
fascinated with the architecture of the
markets themselves. Nothing had been
welded in the building -everything had
been riveted
We decided to get an early lunch so
ended up in an alfresco cafe on the
sidewalk and had a wonderful 3 course
lunch. I had my first taste of paella and it
was amazing. We headed back to the ship abut 1pm to make sure we were not
going to be late. What a magical day it was. Valencia is beautiful.....
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Window dressing
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Food glorious food
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Food glorious food (and wine)
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Best paella ever
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Mushrooms and
asparagus anyone?
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DAY THIRTY FOUR
WEDNESDAY 19 APRIL

Rescue at sea

Day Thirty Four
Lives in the balance

Today I felt for the first time the sense
that this amazing trip will soon be
over. Now that we have left Valencia
our next port of call will be London
Gateway where we will all disembark.
When I went for my walk this
morning I was amazed at how open
everything felt - the reason being that
so many containers were removed in

Without the containers most of
my morning walk is not in the
open

Without the containers it looks like an
empty shell
Valencia not to be replaced. The ship is also
riding extremely high in the water with
about four meters of the hull now out of the
water. On my daily walk the vista was very
different from what it was when I first
embarked on this journey 34 days ago from
Fremantle.

Much of the hull is empty with the
bare base plates covering the empty
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While our pigeon has departed we have
noticed other birds had taken up residence
on the ship flying in and around the

remaining containers. We are not sure what they are but we are guessing finches. The gannets are also back riding the wind
currents and circling the ship.
As we headed for the Rock of Gibraltar (ROB) the shipping lane became quite busy with vessels squeezing through the very
short passageway between Spain and Morocco
(approximately 20 miles).
We were planning to go on the Bridge after dinner to see
the ROB as we went past but as we were having our meal
Alex called the Captain over the loud speaker to say that
the ship had to be stopped (which is not an easy feat as it
takes about 2 miles to bring a ship to a standstill). The
Captain and chief engineer both jumped up from their
dinner and immediately left and headed respectively to the
Bridge and Engine Room. We had no idea what was
happening. We envisaged a collision with another ship or
some other serious event. Being intrigued we headed to the
port side B Deck to see if we could find out what was
happening (knowing it was best to stay away from the
Bridge at this time). As we were looking out we noticed
that the ship had started to move in a circle, slowing down
dramatically. It was at this time that I noticed a small boat
bobbing in the water coming towards us. As it got closer
The blue dinghy next to the rescue boat had 30 people in it.
we realised that it was a dinghy full of people - refugees
who were attempting the crossing to Spain. We continued
to circle the dinghy and heard all the people of the boat ululating and calling us. Alan then informed us that a coast guard from
Spain was making its way the the refugees to pick them up and we had been instructed to safeguard them (as there were many
ships passing at this time). The whole process took about a hour before we saw that the refugees had safely boarded the
rescue boat. It headed back to Spain and we resumed our journey. As with the previous pirate incidents it brought to life a
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reality that I had only read about in the news. I could
only imagine what it was like for these people (30 in a
tiny dinghy) who had nothing with them but the clothes
on their backs and perhaps a few possessions. It was
freezing cold and heading towards night. If they had not
been picked up chances are they would have frozen to
death or have been hit by one of the passing vessels (a
rubber dinghy does not show up on the radar so ships
would not have known they were there in the dark and
they had no oars to get out of the way).

The red arrow shows where we assisted with the rescue of
the refugees who were crossing to Spain.
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This picture was taken about an hour after the
refugees were rescued. They would have been
stranded in this overnight and might possibly not
have survived.

The Captain and crew received an official thank you from the Spanish authorities for their vigilance and
support. We were all grateful that they had been rescued and wondered at the frequency that this same event
occurs.
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DAY THIRTY FIVE
THURSDAY 20 APRIL
Safety Drills

Day Thirty Five
Safety First

Safety drills were the order of the day today
and again we watched the crew in action
testing fire hoses, life rafts etc. Alex invited
me to test the motor on one of the life rafts
so I got to sat in the control seat and turned
it on. These drills are essential of course so
everyone knows what to do in the case of an
emegency. Each lifeboat holds 24 people
which means the whole crew (18) and we 5
passengers could fit into one boat. There are
two on the ship - one port and one starboard.
The emergency supplies etc are under
the seats - food water, medical supplies
and torches.
We were also passed by a variety of
vessels today including a war ship and
fishing trawler as well as the usual car
carriers, tankers and container ships.
The gannets enjoyed playing in the
wind drafts again - it seems as if there
is always something happening (even
when there is not...).
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The winch that lowers the rescue boat is
checked each week as part of the safety
drill.

There are two rescue boats on the ship. Each
week they are tested to make sure everything
is in working order

These are the supplies that are stored in
compartment under the seats in the rescue
vessels. Food, water, a First Aid kit, torch
etc.

This is the start motor for the rescue boat. The
motor is started every week to make sure
everything is working correctly. I got to start the
motor - luckily I didn’t break anything
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Passers By
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DAY THIRTY SIX
FRIDAY 21 APRIL

Last full day at sea

Day Thirty Six
Wonky wine

It seems we are finishing the trip the way we started - massive swells and lots of
rolling and pitching. The Captain informed us that it was going to get rough during
then night then at exactly 1.30 it started with a massive crash and it felt like the
ship had come to a standstill. We had hit a large wave head-on that stopped us in
our tracks. This continued for the rest of the night.It reminded me of our first few
nights on the ship where we were constantly rolling from side to side. When we
came down for breakfast bleary-eyed we found that none of us had slept much at all
due to the incessant movement. As was the case at the start of the trip we were not
allowed out on the deck due to the large swells so we had to content ourselves with
chatting with the officers on the Bridge and beginning the daunting task of packing.
At least I only had 3 backpacks - the others had six suitcases each. As is often the
case with journeying we will be saying goodbye to all the crew just when we have
started to build a wonderful familiarity and camaraderie with them. Robyn and
Tony are returning to Australia on the Flaminia in 3 months time so they will get to
see some of the crew again but for Alan, Christine and myself it is goodbye for the
foreseeable future (although I plan on doing this trip again).
We had our final after dinner drinks tonight and managed to capture another
beautiful sunset as well as spotting about 10 ships who are all following us to
London. As we get closer to England and London Gateway I am sure the shipping
lanes will become much busier.
At this stage we will be arriving in London late tomorrow where we will say
goodbye to Robyn and Tony. We will be leaving the ship Sunday morning.
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Crazy waves and a beautiful sunset - a
great way to finish our voyage
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CHAPTER 42

∏

THE MANY

MOODS OF THE
OCEAN
How vast the ocean..
Ever pulsing and surging
Ever rippling and churning
Ever rising and falling
Ever sighing and singing
Never still....
Never quiet.....
During this journey I experienced
the many moods of the ocean from
calm serenity to raging waves of
power. There are so many nuances
to this incredible force of nature. I
have tried to capture just a few of
them in the following pages.
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DAY THIRTY SEVEN
SATURDAY 22 APRIL

Arriving in London via the English
Channel and Thames Estuary.

Day Thirty Seven
Final day at sea

Today is our last day as sea. We are expected to arrive at London Gateway (the
new port) in the early evening. We spent the day packing and catching up with
crew. Alex made us special coffee on the Bridge at morning tea. We have all come
to enjoy our forays up there to watch all of the ‘action’ as we arrive and leave the
various ports and to watch what is happening on the ocean. I took my last walk
around the deck but it was really cold and windy - back to wearing two jackets and
a wind breaker.
We passed the white cliffs of Dover and a number of ferries crossing the English
Channel. The pilot boarded the ship at about 4 pm and so we started the long
journey into the Thames Estuary. I was amazed to see the windmill farms situated
on both side of the estuary as
well as the old forts that
housed guns during the war.
It is amazing that they are still
in relatively good condition.
We arrived at the port at 8pm.
The sunset was spectacular - a
great parting gift....
One of the many wind farms positioned in the
Thames Estuary
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We had out final drinks and
headed to bed for our lat night
on the ship.

The British flag was raised as we were
coming into the Thames estuary

Alex makes us a farewell coffee on the
Bridge.

The British Pilot boarding the ship. He
had to climb the rope to the door as the
vessel is sitting so far out of the water.

Ferry crossing the English Channel. They
were constantly crossing as we came past.
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Arriving at London Gateway at sunset
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∏
DAY THIRTY EIGHT
SUNDAY 23 APRIL

Farewell to the Flaminia and its
amazing crew

Day Thirty Eight
Time to say Goodbye

It was with a touch of sadness that we said our farewells this morning. I feel so
blessed to have shared this amazing experience with two couples that I connected
with so easily. Our steward Ernest
and Cookie(the chef) were especially
appreciated - Ernest looked after our
every need and Cookie prepared
exceptional meals. Alex the third
officer always made sure we were
looked after when we went ashore
and invited us, whenever it was safe
to do so, to watch or experience some
of the routine tasks on board. (He
also made great cappuccinos). The
Captain and remaining crew always
went out of their way to make sure
our journey was interesting and
comfortable. They were always
willing to answer our questions and
explain things about their jobs. Their
c o u r t e s y, k i n d n e s s a n d
professionalism was greatly
The Chief Officer
appreciated.
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This will be the last sea voyage for Robyn and Tony so I have
promised to continue their legacy (this is their ninth trip). I
can say unequivocally that I have fallen in love with the sea
and all its majesty.
So now starts the next chapter of this exciting adventure... I
wonder where it will take me?

The crew came to say goodbye

Christine, Alan and Robyn disembarking for the last
time

Luckily we didn’t have to weigh our luggage!
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I thought I would finish with a last sunset picture coming into the Thames Estuary.
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CHAPTER 45

∏

GLOSSARY

A collection of nautical terms that
relate to our journey on the
Flaminia

A
Aft - to go towards the stern
Ahead - the ship to go forward
Air Draft - the height above water
required to clear under a bridge
Anchor winches - lowers the anchor into
the water
Astern - the ship going backward

B
Bilge - where any water or oil spill
accumulates at the bottom of the hull

Bunker - where the fuel oil (diesel) is
stored
Bunker Fuel - Crude oil

M

D
Deck - The various levels on the ship.
The Upper Deck is the main deck
Draft - the depth of the vessel below
the waterline

F
Forecastle - the front of the ship(where
the Bosun’s store is located)

Bollards - mooring points on the pier

G

Bonded store - where the duty free
items are stored

Gunwale - the upstand at the edge of
the upper deck

Bosun - the person in charge of the
deck crew

H

Bow wave - water pushed aside at the
front of the ship as it moves through
the ocean waves
Bridge - The navigation and control
centre of the ship

Immersion Suits - Special suits
provided when abandoning ship. They
are insulated, waterproof and buoyant.

Hawser - the main mooring lines
Hawse Pipe - where the anchor is
lowered into the water
Helmsman - Steers the ship as directed
by the Captain

I
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Mess Man - the steward who takes care
of the officers (and passengers)
Monkey’s Fist - the ball at the end of
the heaving line that is attached to the
mooring rope. This is what is used by
shore crew to catch the mooring rope
so it can be secured to the pier.

N
Nautical Mile - one minute of arc of the
earth’s circumference (approx 1.2
statute miles)
Knot - one nautical hour per mile

O
Oil Tanks - where the diesel oil is
stored

P

Pilot - Each harbour provides a Pilot
who comes on board the ship and
directs it into its berth
Plimsoll Line - gauges whether a ship
is going to be safe in the water
according to the water temperature,
salinity and weight of ship.
Port - Left side of ship (facing forward)
Port light is a red light
Provedore - Organises the procurement
of supplies for the ship through the
Agent

Springs - are mooring lines that overlap
and are secured on the pier.
Starboard - right side of ship (facing
forward) Starboard light is a green
light.
Stevedore - on land cargo handlers
Winch

U
Upper Deck - the main deck around the
ship

W

R

Wake - the water at the back of the
ship

Rats Stops - rubber mats that encircle
the mooring lines to stop rats coming
onto the ship from the pier

Winch - releases and rewinds the
various ropes and lines that are used on
the ship

Wake

Reefers - refrigerated containers

S
Scuppers - Holes through the gunwale
that allow excess water on deck run off
Slop Chest - stores requisition (where
crew can buy a variety of items)
Upper deck
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TIPS ABOUT

TRAVELLING BY
CONTAINER SHIP
Hints, tips and words of wisdom
gleaned while on my journey

YOU SHOULD CONSIDER
TRAVELLING BY WORKING SHIP IF
•

•
•

•

•

•

YOU WANT TO GO ON AN
ADVENTURE

•

YOU GET SEASICK IN ANY WAY,
SHAPE OR FORM

•

YOU ARE HAPPY TO GO WITH THE
FLOW

YOU ARE A FUSSY EATER

•

YOU ENJOY YOUR OWN COMPANY
AND CAN ENTERTAIN YOURSELF

YOU EXPECT CONDITIONS TO BE
LIKE A CRUISE LINER

•

YOU NEED TO BE ENTERTAINED
BY OTHERS

•

YOU CAN’T GO WITHOUT
TECHNOLOGY (SOCIAL MEDIA,
PHONE, INTERNET, EMAIL)

•

YOU EXPECT EVERYTHING TO
WORK (THERE IS ALWAYS
SOMETHING THAT BREAKS
DOWN)

•

YOU EXPECT SPECIAL
TREATMENT BECAUSE YOU ARE A
PAYING PASSENGER

YOU DON’T MIND ROUGHING IT

YOU DON’T MIND BEING
DISCONNECTED FROM
TECHNOLOGY
YOU ARE NOT TOO FUSSY ABOUT
YOUR FOOD

•

YOU DON’T MIND GETTING DIRTY

•

YOU ARE STEADY ON YOUR FEET

•

YOU SHOULD NOT CONSIDER
TRAVELLING BY CONTAINER SHIP
IF...

YOU LOVE THE OCEAN AND CAN
STARE AT IT FOREVER...
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SUGGESTED ITEMS TO TAKE
Here is a list of things you might like to take with
you (recommended by fellow travellers who have
done 9 freighter cruises):
1.

A small kettle Coffee / tea is provided at
breakfast, morning tea and afternoon tea but
if you want it at other times you might want
to bring a small kettle and favourite drinks

2.

Snacks and favourite drinks You are able to
buy a selection of goodies from the shop but
if you want your own snacks bring a supply.

3.

Small clothes line There are washers and
dryers but you must queue along with the
crew. If you have a line you can hang your
washing in your cabin

4.

Plenty of books, videos, games to keep you
busy ( I bought cards, books and art
materials but wish I had bought a few jigsaw
puzzles crosswords etc).

5.

Toiletries - makes sure you have your own
toiletries. You will get soap and washing
powder but the rest is for you to organise.

6.

Clothes that you don’t mind getting dirty out on the deck can be very dirty both
underfoot and when you rub up against
things so make sure you have old clothes that
you don’t mind getting greasy and dirty.

WHAT IS PROVIDED
Here is a list of things that were provided:
1.

Washing powder - you will need to use what
they provide for their machines

2.

Three substantial meals as well as two
coffee breaks. The food is substantial and
there is plenty of it. If you are a fussy eater
then you can usually choose the salad or soup
or at least something that will fill you up.

3.

Books and Videos - there are some books
and videos but the videos were in German
which was no use to me. There was a good
range of books that I could read but again
bring your own if you are particular.

4.

TV / Video Player (if you have some videos
you want to catch up on then you have a TV /
Video in your room a well as the Officer’s
Lounge

NOTE: While alcohol is not provided you can by
a small range (no spirits from the SlopChest. If
you are particular you should bring your own
(within your allowed limit).
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DON’T EXPECT
On the journey don’t expect
1.

To be entertained by anyone - it is a
working ship and you are pretty much at the
bottom of the list of priorities - sounds harsh
but that is the reality and you are told that
before you get on the ship. Having said that
everyone is polite and will try and help you if
they can.

2.

Special meals - you eat what everyone else
eats - basic hearty meals for workers. You
can pick and choose if there is something you
don’t like and there is always salad, soup and
bread so you can fill up on other things.

3.

To find a glorious sundeck where you can
bask in the sun. Depending on the weather
you may be confined to the inside. There are
a few places you can se up a sun chair but
again, everything is based around the
weather.

4.

To be able to spend lots of time on deck - if
the weather is rough or rainy you will not be
allowed on deck as it can be quite dangerous.
You must also stay inside when at the various
ports.

5.

That everything will always be working. In
rough weather many things are not in
operations e.g the lift. The pool will be
emptied and the sauna will not be active due
to the dangers of hot coals and water flooding
other areas.Facts

CHAPTER 47

∏

ART AND POETRY
One of my challenges on this journey
was to explore what can only be
described as an artistic desert to see if I
could find any oases of talent (no matter
how small) that would pass as art.
While I will never be a Rembrandt I
can say I thoroughly enjoyed the
process of exploring line, colour,
process and texture as I followed my
“Painting Made Easy” book and
attempted to create artistic
interpretations of objects and drawings.
I found the whole process to be so
different from my normal technology
infused creative process.
I also had fun playing with some poetry
that was inspired by my drawings and
photography.
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Ship
Ahoy
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Still

198

Life
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How vast the ocean..
Ever pulsing and surging
Ever rippling and churning
Ever rising and falling
Ever sighing and singing
Never still....
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Irrepressible and constant
the sun moves through the sky..
Dawn to dusk
Morning to night
Light to dark
Yet never the same to those who would watch
The sky is the canvas
The clouds the artist
Moving and shaping and teasing the light
to go here and there
Changing the palette of hues whimsically
to suit their mood
Thunderous grey and black
Smouldering orange
Majestic Red
Inspirational yellow and
Pearlescent white
All evoke within our souls deep yearnings,
inspired thoughts and an incessant desire to
attain that universal connection which leads
us to wisdom... and home.......
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